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Davis "Lucas" Turner
!Not Used At the moment

Davis “Lucas” Turner Jr.
None

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male

Age: 12
Family: Father: George Turner

Mother: Mary Turner
Uncle: Danny Turner

Zodiac Sign:
Height: 4' 4”
Weight: 110lbs.

Organization Independent
Rank None

Occupation Bounty Hunter Wannabe
Current Placement

Davis "Lucas" Turner Jr. in Roleplay

Davis Turner Jr. is a NPC played by Scot and is currently involved N/A plot

Physical Characteristics

Height: 4' 4”

Mass: 110lbs.

Build and Skin Color: He looks like a skinny white skinned kid with lean leg muscle.

Facial Features and Eye Color: He still has the face of a kid though he does kind of resemble a
younger Luca Pavone

Hair Color and Style: Davis has natural curly black hair that he gels to keep his hair forward just like
his idol Luca's hair style.

Distinguishing Features: He likes to wear goggles.
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Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Davis is a very confident and self absorbed kid who idolizes Luca and wants to be a bounty
hunter like him. He is easily gutsy and hotheaded in the face of danger, and is just as crafty and
intelligent when getting out of danger. Still he is mentally a child and has a lot to learn about the adult
world. Likes: Luca Palvone and anything with his name on it, even if it's a toothbrush. Dislikes: Girls,
killing, being looked down on for being just a kid Goals: Becoming a universe reknown bounty hunter like
his idol!

History

Pre-RP

Davis grew up with a middle class family on Nepleslia. His life in school included a few fist fights but
otherwise not very exiting. To him it was a boring life of just trying to stay out of trouble.

After hearing the exploits of Luca Palvone and the media surrounding the hero who leaves destruction of
his enemies in his wake however, was the cause for Davis to grow his hair to make it just like Luca's and
it wasn't long before he wanted to grow up to be just like Luca, even invented his own middle name.
Davis was then given a gun as a present when he was 10 which he took to the alley to practice shooting.
It wasn't long before he and a friend began searching the city for “evil doers” which typically ended with
them being beat up and guns stolen if they had them. On the day Davis did decide to go somewhere he
found some money left in the open for himself to grab as he left for the spacedock. His parents didn't
mind him leaving for adventure as they too did something similar in their youth, and were too busy to
raise their only child.

The Luca wannabe Davis then found his way into the universe, where his first adventures awaited him!

General Skills

Lockpicking, Acting, Basic Hand to Hand Combat, Basic Firearms Knowledge, Computers, Luca's Biggest
Fan

Common Inventory

- White, Green, and Red shirts - Black or Brown pants - An official “Luca Pavone Jacket” - Official “Luca
Pavone” Backpack, however sadly it is a counterfeit Freespacer made one

- 2 Inch knife - Some lockpics - Datapad with wireless connection, memory mostly full of video games
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Bounty

None as of now.
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